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Abstract – This research proposes a 5.8 GHz circular polarization double square edge antenna with band pass filter that used method stepped impedance resonator (BPF-SIR) structure for designing a compact integrated antenna with the filter. The double layer electromagnetic circuit structure is used to miniaturize antenna integrated with complex bandpass filter at 5.8 GHz frequency operation. Furthermore, a novel electromagnetic component has been developed to produce 5.8 GHz antenna with good gain value, even this circuit have not complex configuration, and inexpensive material, especially for the premium-frequency.
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I. INTRODUCTION

An electromagnetic circuit using microstrip structure is popular to use in the telecommunications system due to very compatible to integrate with other electronic components. Microstrip structure mostly has two layers of a metallic material as a patch and a ground. Therefore, microstrip structure with two-layer have advantages of antenna its relatively simple on manufacture, lightweight, easy to fabricate[1].

The structure using several micro electromagnetic strips more streamlined than a common electronic circuit due to it degrades the costs of energy to convert the power process from the electromagnetic circuit to the following electrical circuits[2][3]. Furthermore, on empirical experience, this structure is a good proof for implementation and can be a harness. With compact dimensions and has, an advanced-frequency electromagnetic circuit is also well of generating a high power-level of gain[4][5]. Even the suggest electromagnetic circuit is well at generating the under -3dB that is circular polarization of axial ratio so that it can accept both polarization horizontal and vertical transmittal waves.

In this manuscript, a compact electromagnetic circuit be composed of a 5.8 GHz single line strip transmittal antenna with a connector through via holes, rectangular radiating element, stepped impedance resonator bandpass filter and double edge has been adopted as the ground of filter with additional through via holes[6]. Cutting corners on the rectangular patch to provide circular of axial ratio value a compact dimension antenna for wireless component, sensor, and other applications. This research serves a not complex and effectual composition for designing a circular of axial ratio value antenna integrated Bandpass filter without complicated circuit design, implemented method and using inexpensive materials at advanced-frequency[7][8].

II. METHOD AND DESIGN

Table 1 and Figure 1 represents the geometrical of the proposed miniaturized 5.8GHz electromagnetic circuit. In Figure 1, single transmittal lines embedded with via hole of the quarter of a wave have been implemented using an epoxy laminate or fr4 substrate with 0.8 mm of the thickness[9][10][11]. This via hole transmittal lines are serial to the transmission lines of stepped impedance resonator bandpass filter.
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![Antenna Diagram](image)

Figure 1. Structure 5.8 GHz CPW double square edge antenna with bpf stepped impedance resonator, (a) front side, and (b) back side

Table 1. Dimensions of structure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Dimension (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$W_s = L_s$</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_{e1} = L_{e1}$</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_{e2} = L_{e2}$</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_p = L_p$</td>
<td>10.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_f$</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_f$</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_1$</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_2$</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_3$</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_1$</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_2$</td>
<td>2.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_h$</td>
<td>5.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_g$</td>
<td>17.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_g$</td>
<td>24.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_f$</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_f$</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This antenna using thin material that is FR4 so to maximal dimension for the approximate size value of the rectangular patch for circular polarization antenna can be determined with the equation:

$$ W_p = \frac{v_0}{2f_r} \frac{2}{\sqrt{\varepsilon_r + 1}} $$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Where $W_p$ is wide of radiation element, $v_0$ is the free-space velocity of the wave canal, $\varepsilon_r$ is the permittivity of relative dielectric on the ingredients of the substrate, the frequency of the electromagnetic circuit for implemented with notation is $f$ and $f_r$ is the frequency resonance[13][14]. The circuit of microstrip design is a finished electromagnetic theory based on the literature and material composition defined[15].

To serve these requirements on 5.8 GHz, a Bend Pass Filter with a 5.8 GHz band passed, wideband rejection and transmission zero should be included. Transmission zeros are the guide to correct band rejection and band passed as filter frequency picked. To describe the transmission zero, some developed methods have been done[16][17][18]. Basically, Transmission zeros can be represented by separate electric magnetic coupling methods, mixed electromagnetic coupling, and cross-coupling. A mixed electromagnetic coupling has been represented by scratching two coupled resonators with a top peak magnetic field and their top peak electric fields from the open gaps accurately, so to serve coupling coefficient On maximum dimension for the proximate size value of the bandpass filter stepped impedance resonator for circular polarization electromagnetic feed can be determined with the equation:

$$ K_{i,i+1} = \pm \frac{f_{2r}^2 - f_i^2}{f_{2r}^2 + f_i^2} $$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Where the $f_1$ and $f_2$ are the two dominant resonant frequency.

### III. Result and Parameters Analysis

Figure 2 refers to the enforcement of an electromagnetic circuit consisting of the antenna as a radiating element that has the main section they are patch connected with bandpass filter stepped impedance resonator feed by via hole and edge on the antenna as the ground of the bandpass filter[19]. The roundly dimension of the proposed electromagnetic circuit is 40mm x 40mm.
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Figure 2. Implementation of a 5.8 GHz integrated rectangular cutting corners double edge microstrip antenna and bandpass filter stepped impedance resonator (a) front side, and (b) back side

To assign the frequency active of the integrated antenna and bandpass filter stepped impedance resonator, in Figure 4, it represents the return loss or s-parameter value of the integrated antenna and bandpass filter stepped impedance resonator as a reference[20].

Figure 3. S parameter of the implementation of a rectangular cutting corners double edge microstrip antenna

The integrated antenna and bandpass filter stepped impedance resonator has good approval return loss or S-parameter grade that are -24.56 dB on 5.8 GHz and have represent of working frequency field 90 MHz in under -15dB. with a narrow band, it can good support to integrate with a bandpass filter to reject wideband frequency[21].

To get the component plot coordinate of far of region field implementation of a rectangular cutting corner double edge antenna radiating region shape as a purpose of sphere spatial coordinates. It is important to represent the pattern of the radiating antenna region[22], Figure 4. is the 5.8 GHz rectangular cutting corners double edge radiation pattern of microstrip antenna:

Figure 4. (a) Phi angles on the region of radiation pattern, and (b) Theta angles on the region of radiation pattern cutting corners double edge microstrip antenna

The radiation pattern of the analysis of the result has a good approval power level of the shape region and the power, the appearance of the region has a major lobe of the radiation pattern is biggest and has a so low-level back-lobe and side-lobe, it can be deduced that the cutting corners double edge microstrip antenna shape region radiation are directional[23]. To obtain the strengthening magnitude energy level in a specific major lobe to the cutting corners double edge microstrip antenna reference gain level consequently, need to know antenna power gain magnitude. Following gain value:
Figure 5. The gain level cutting corners double edge microstrip antenna has a magnitude level of 6.29dBi on a frequency of 5.8GHz. To assign on electromagnetic propagation of the E-field element and a lead wave of the cutting corners, a double edge microstrip antenna needs to describe the axial ratio. Following a graphic of axial ratio:

Figure 6. The axial ratio of cutting corners double edge microstrip antenna.

Figure 6. shown the value of axial ratio cutting corners double edge microstrip antenna. In Figure 6 on 5.8 GHz still under 3dB of the axial ratio antenna level, it defines the field electromagnetic propagation of antenna have circular polarization. The cutting corners double edge microstrip antenna 5.8 GHz is manufactured using the same ingredient as the electromagnetic circuit is epoxy laminate with a low cost and convenient to obtain the substantial components. Figure. 8 shows the s parameter of the bandpass filter stepped impedance resonator.

A quarter wavelength bandpass filter stepped impedance resonator has been adopted to miniaturize the occupied filter area. This approach involves a ring slot in the bottom ground plane that is the edge of the microstrip antenna without adding any resonators and space[24][25]. A novel approach is also proposed to get 5.8 GHz working frequency with wideband rejected, band range of S parameters is 320 MHz, range of isolation is 300 MHz, and the serve of range optimum frequency filter is 100 MHz.

To determine, the electromagnetic structure is good work we must identify the impedance output. The impedance output can be shown with a Smith chart graphic[26][27]. Figure 13 has shown the impedance output of the integrated rectangular cutting corners double edge microstrip antenna and bandpass filter stepped impedance resonator:

Figure 7. The characteristic impedance of 5.8 GHz integrated rectangular cutting corners double edge microstrip antenna and bandpass filter stepped impedance resonator.

In this research, a compact 5.8 GHz integrated rectangular cutting corners double edge microstrip antenna and bandpass filter stepped impedance resonator, easy to implement and cheap material that has epoxy laminate with $\varepsilon_r = 4.4$ have been defined. This fabrication of the antennae has a transmission line $\lambda/4$ connected with via hole on the resonator with working frequency is 5.8 GHz and connected with 5.8 GHz Bandpass filter. The purposed microstrip antenna with a feeding network on the backside system has pattern radiation is directional with a high gain of 6.29 dBi, and the axial ratio level is circular polarization. The network system on feeding microstrip circuit consists of a bandpass filter stepped impedance resonator feed has an effective frequency range on 100 MHz of single inputs from the via hole. The whole has the dimension 40mmx40mm and the entirety characteristic is a good implementation.

IV. CONCLUSION
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